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i need to convert some of my serial communications into a gpx file, and also it will be handy to have these files emailed to my phone so i can read the gpx file on my phone. i want to use the usb to serial adapter, but it is a bit expensive at $12.00. can anyone recommend a usb to serial adapter that will work with this? with the help of the arduino usb development board, you can easily program your arduino and upload sketches to it. the board has a micro-usb connector that allows it to
be connected to the arduino ide software. it has a usb port, a power jack, a reset button, and a prototyping area. you can program the arduino using the included arduino software, and upload sketches to it using a computer with a micro-usb port. the usb development board can be powered from a computer via the usb port or an external power supply. however, the power is provided by a single usb plug, so you need to make sure that the power plug you use has enough amperage to
power the board. this board is very useful for students and beginners, because it can be used to learn how to program an arduino. ez-tap rs232 pro is a single db9 serial cable that monitors the dte/dce and rts/cts lines in addition and tx/rx lines. it provides ez-tap adapter plus software with comprehensive features. this software is able to capture serial data from the com port and capture rs232cpm com monitor application. this rs232 serial communication software is friendly and flexible

and definitely deserves your attention if youre a serial app developer or tester. it can monitor full and half duplex serial communications and stream data to a dedicated rs232cpm com monitor application.
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so here is the situation. i have a arduino uno rev 3, the serial port kit i purchased, and a pc with windows 8. i'm
running the serial monitor from the arduino ide. i am using the serial port kit to connect to a device. everything is
working fine up until i get the following error: "serial communication with the device failed. please make sure the

com port is selected and that the correct com port has been selected on the host computer. " i am using usart2 as
serial port with interrupt based. i enable nvic in stmcubemx, its generated code whenever data is transferred from

terminal interrupt is coming but uart state is hal_uart_state_ready. because of that its going to receive function
uart_receive_it function and came out. please help solve this issue and also i need guidance how to make uart as
a interrupt mode. to connect with the uart, you need to use the usart_inittypedef structure. when creating a new
serial port, the usart_inittypedef structure is defined as a pointer to a usb_otg_globaltypedef structure. once you
set this structure up, you can set up the usart peripheral by calling the usart_init() function. however, you cannot

set up the usart with the usart_init() function. you must set it up with the usart_inittypedef structure. the
usart_inittypedef structure contains the baud rate, data bits, parity, and number of stop bits. for example, the

usart_inittypedef structure below sets the baud rate at 9600 bits per second. the atmega16u2 is an eight-channel,
four-bit (16-bit) synchronous serial interface with parity checking, flow control, and receive and transmit data

interrupts. the hardware timer module (tim2b) provides two general-purpose 16-bit timers. the timers can be used
for various functions including: serial communication, user i/o, pulse width modulation, and generating tones. the

8 pin connector supplies clock (clk), data (d), and enable (en) signals. 5ec8ef588b
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